
Heijen/Venlo/Venray, Limburg | Co-internship / Thesis internship | €700, - per month |
Bachelor (HBO) level / Master (WO) level
  
"At Arvato, we believe in the power of youth – fresh perspectives, bold ideas, and limitless potential.
Join our team and be the driving force behind logistics innovation."

Arvato is offering challenging internships within various fields of our company. You have the
chance to experience cool projects in Logistics or Account Management, but also at our
support teams like Procurement, HR and more! At our site in Heijen/Venray/Venlo we work
together with high-end international customers. We service these customers with first-class
warehousing solutions. By combining several components, we create the end-product which is being
coordinated and shipped to our customers.  
 
What will your path look like in the role of intern at Arvato?
As a devoted member of the Arvato team, you will be at the forefront of shaping the future of supply
chain excellence. Your role will involve:

● Innovative Solutions: Working on innovative projects that push the boundaries of our
current Way of Working. For example, carrying out a total review on the training process of
picking, packing and shipping;

● Tech-Driven Approach: Embracing the latest technological trends to optimize logistics
processes;

● Collaborative Teamwork: Joining forces with a dynamic team that values diversity and
fresh perspectives. For example, take on the role of Assistant Supervisor in your
co-internship to improve your practical and leadership skills;

● Global Impact: Contributing to the seamless movement of goods on a global scale with
sustainability on top of mind;

“An internship at Arvato offers inspiring chances for personal development by giving valuable
practical experience, with diversity as central theme.” – Selina Dungen (intern 2024)
 
Qualifications you bring to the table

● Busy with persuading a Bachelor (HBO) or Master (WO), preferably in Logistics, Supply
Chain Management, International Business, Business Administration;

● Team player: You work well in a team but also like to fly a bit solo; 
● Tech-Enthusiast: Passionate about the best of two worlds: technology and Logistics;
● Innovative Mindset: Ready to bring fresh ideas to the table and challenge the status quo;
● Adaptability: Comfortable navigating a fast-paced and ever-evolving logistics landscape;
● You master the English language. Dutch is an advantage.

 
What we offer
A competitive compensation: € 700 per month (full time internship HBO/WO), and there is more; 

● Travel allowance; 
● Telephone and laptop;
● Personal guidance of the most experienced leaders within Arvato, how cool is that?!

 
Meet the Arvato team
'For us, logistics is so much more than goods in, goods out.' 
 
More than 17,000 employees at around 100 locations worldwide are jointly working towards our
common vision: to be the strongest client-oriented supply chain company with full focus on people
and technology. Arvato offers you one of the most dynamic work environments imaginable. We are



growing, we are innovating, we are solving the challenges of our customers around the world every
day. How do we do it? We do it together as one team: We're on it!
 
Arvato in the Netherlands is located in Gennep (Heijen), Venlo and Venray with over 2.000
employees, that are continuously developing both themselves and Arvato - day in, day out. We are a
strategic growth partner for our customers in Consumer Products, Healthcare and Tech. For this, we
rely on cloud-based e-commerce and IT platforms and state-of-the-art automation technology to
realize complex, global supply chain solutions.  

We’re on it! Are you on it? 
Our belief is that our company mindset should align with your personal mindset. Let’s see if we are a
match. Do you dare to take the initiative, and do you always look for opportunities? Are you willing
to commit & deliver to take responsibility for your job? Do you have the constant ambition to go
that extra mile for your customers and colleagues? And are you a true team player, as we act as one
team, one company? Four times ‘yes’? Then we are the right company for you!  
 
Contact details
Yvette Nabben, Campus Recruiter 
T: +31(6) 416 294 75
E: yvette.nabben@arvato-scs.com


